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Planning Sub Committee 04 October 2021 
 
UPDATE FOR CONSIDERATION AT PLANNING SUB-COMMITTEE Item No.8 
 

Reference No: PPA/2021/0011 
 

Ward: Tottenham Green 

Address: Brunel Walk, Turner Avenue Estate N15 5HQ 
 
Proposal: Demolition of the existing 36 temporary accommodation homes on site 
and redevelopment of Brunel Walk and some of the space between the Council 
buildings of Turner Avenue to create 44 additional new homes for Council rent. 
 
 

 
8.     QRP Note 
 
8.1 The proposal was presented to Haringey’s Quality review Panel on September 

2021. The Panels comments from the meeting are summarised as follows: 
 

The Quality Review Panel welcomes the opportunity to consider the proposals 
for Brunel Walk and Turner Avenue. The site is very challenging, reflecting very 
piecemeal development, with two estates, a railway line and terraced housing. 
The panel welcomes the approach that seeks to undertake a ‘repair’ of some 
of the issues and sees the project as a major opportunity to improve the quality 
of the immediate area. The panel feels that the project team has made a good 
start, and it welcome the work that has gone into the process so far. It applauds 
the consultation that has informed the design development to date, and would 
support continued engagement, especially with residents of Seaford. It 
considers that the scale and layout are promising in broad terms, but it would 
encourage a further evaluation and iteration o some of the scale relationships 
to adjacent buildings, the articulation of the massing, and privacy, amenity and 
aspect issues. As design work continues, further consideration should be given 
to the permeability of the development and the nature of the new amenity 
spaces, and to the configuration of Building D and the linear mews. Scope also 
remains for refinement of the scheme’s architectural expression.  

 
8.2 The Panel’s comments are repeated in full below 
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